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WInter 2010/11 AMur tIger MOnItOrIng 

Pavel Fomenko, WWF staff, is measuring 
tiger track width 
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In late March, annual tiger monitoring was 
finished. right now the data collected in the field 
are being processed and analyzed. It is too early to 
speak about results, normally it takes about two 
months to prepare the report, but it is clear that 
the results on 16 monitoring plots differ substan-
tially. there are plots where tiger numbers is stable 
and there are territories where the tiger status is 
worse.

On the whole, the tendencies of the previous 
years are maintained which speaks of the tiger 
number stabilization. But the final answer will be 
given in May.

this year monitoring financed by WCs and 
severtsov Institute of ecology and evolution was 
done by WWF, the Far eastern Academy of sci-
ence, six nature reserves, Primorskii Province 
hunting department, All-russia Wildlife Manage-
ment Institute, special inspection tiger. RUSSIA

Tracks of a large male that came close to the field workers 
winter cabin 

In the northern parts of tiger habitat snow mobiles are 
often the only vehicle able to move in the deep snow 
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the tracks of a tigress and her cub were found 
in Dahuanggou forest farm during WWF’s winter 
M&P in late December 2010. It is the forth time to 
find tiger track in Dahuanggou in 2010. the iden-
tification of WWF, the cub was a male and going to 
be grown-up.

WWF established a team with more than 20 
experts to carry out 2010-11 winter tiger M&P in 
10 pilot sites in ne China from December 2010 
to February 2011. the two tracks were found in 
Beigou ditch of Dahuanggou on December 30, 
2010. the tracks, with identification, were from an 
adult tigress and her male cub. the tracks clearly 
showed that the cub all along followed his mother. 
According to his footprint and foraging, the cub 
was going to be grown-up and leave his mother in 
2011. All these evidences shows that the wild tiger 
is extending its range from hunchun, the sina-
russia border to the inner land of China as well as 
that the forest area under Wangqing Forestry Bu-
reau is a suitable habitat for Amur tiger. CHINA
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Better COnservA-
tIOn WIth BrOAD-
er PArtICIPAtIOn

today, conservation is not exclusive for scien-
tist and conservationist any more. successful story 
shows that broader participation of local stakehold-
ers would bring better result for species conserva-
tion and habitat restoration.

Amur tiger conservation in the northeast of 
China is unexceptional. It is not only a scientific 
issue but also an issue of social, economic, political, 
and even diplomatic and national security.

With this understanding, WWF held Amur 
tiger conservation planning workshop with the 
stakeholders from heilongjiang and Jilin provinces 
on January 13, 2011. More than 40 participants 
from governmental agencies, universities, insti-
tutes, logging business and local community came 
together to help WWF identify the current threats, 
including poaching of wild ungulates, infrastruc-
ture construction, agriculture expansion. Also 
they provided some good idea and opportunities, 
such as introducing sustainable non-timber forest 
product collection, organic agriculture to the local 
people to divert their income resources. 

With the broadened horizon, WWF Changchun 
Office would develop a comprehensive conserva-
tion plan for the wild Amur tiger and its habitat 
and work together with the local partner to make it 
happen. CHINA

AMur leOPArD 
Census

normally is done by “reading” leopard tracks 
in the snow. usually specialists wait minimum five 
days after the recent snowfall so that leopards have 
enough time to leave as many tracks as possible. 

this year snow fell in December but there were 
forecasted snowfalls neither in February nor in 
March. Due to the inappropriate weather condi-
tions – lack of snow and warming in March result-
ed in snow melting – the census was cancelled. the 
decision was made to reschedule leopard census 
for December 2011. 

In spite of cancelling tracks survey specialists 
will receive information about the rare cat number 
on selected plots with the help of camera traps. 

this year field workers traversed 10-12 routs 
in snow laid across the areas with camera traps.  
therefore, there is a chance to compare data re-
ceived by the two methods and estimate errors of 
both. RUSSIA
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WIlD tIgress WIth 
CuB FOunD DurIng 
WWF WinteR M&P
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reserveD FunDs 
helP ungulAtes 
tO survIve

hunting departments of Primorskii Province, 
WWF-russia and WCs have summarized results of 
the joint program aimed at providing help to hunt-
ing estates in unfavorable winter conditions.

Assistance was provided to several re-
gional wildlife refuges and hunting estates in 
Khabarovskii and Primorskii Provinces. the bulk 
funds were allocated for forage purchasing, con-
ducting raids to guard animals’ concentration 
plots, and for cleaning up access routs to the feed-
ing grounds.

the reserved fund was formed in 2009 by 
WWF and WCs to prevent wild ungulates dieoff in 
Primorye. this year, the positive experience and 
lessons learnt were managed to be replicated in the 
neighboring Khabarovskii Province, the second in 
russia Amur tiger range.

“It is comforting to know that the positive 
results of Primorye will be helpful for our neigh-
bors, - comments sergei Aramilev, biodiversity 
coordinator at WWF-russia Amur branch. -  Of 
course, we were not able to help all ungulates but 
on some territories a real help was provided. I 
hope that bodies authorized to protect animals in 
Khabarovskii Province will realize the importance 
of such rescue measures and oblige every hunting 
resources user to develop and put into practice mo-
bilization plans to help ungulates to survive, as it is 
being done in Primorye for almost four years.” 
RUSSIA

Cleaning up of access roads to the feeding grounds 
make access to forage easier 

Supplimentary forage has arrived

Combination of twigs and grain crops is an optimal 
forage for exhausted animals
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trAnsBOunDAry 
COOPerAtIOn  
enhAnCeD 
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representatives of Onon Balj national park 
worked in sokhondo biosphere reserve of russia 
to conclude results of cooperation for 2010, de-
velop work plan for 2011 and identify objectives of 
joint management programme to be implemented 
in the region for 2011-2016.   

Parties evaluated compliance of 2010 action 
plan, and signed annual workplan with actions for 
2011 in a framework of their cooperation.  

the joint action plan includes cooperation in 
fields on prevention of wildfire in forest steppes of 
sokhondo strictly protected area, organization of 
trainings on fire fighting, exchange knowledge and 
practice among specialists and rangers, develop 
methodology for joint research and monitoring, 
implement protection activities during fish breed-
ing period, protection of gazelles, cranes and mar-
mots, and other important issues. 

representatives of Onon-Balj national Park 
administration were introduced with activities 
of sokhondo strictly Protected Area, its research 
laboratory and library. Moreover, they visited local 
museum and exchanged knowledge and practices 
in environmental protection. MONGOLIA

trAnsBOunAry 
WIlDFIre suPresseD

Wildfire in transboundary area crossed Mon-
golian border from russia along the boundary 
posts three times in March 2011. local people, 
Onon Balj national park administration, troops 
from 0287th frontier post and aimag emergency 
Agency have closely cooperated to suppress the 
wildfire. According to Onon-Balj national park ad-
ministration, the suppress of wild fire within short 
period of time is a result of creation of fire pre-
vention belts along the border for three years in 
a row with support of WWF Mongolia. Moreover, 
necessary facilities and equipments, provided by 
WWF Mongolia were of vital importance. totally 
8781000 Mnt (7500usD) was spent to suppress 
the first incident with 12800 ha of burnt pasture-
land, with ecological damage estimated to 751000 
Mnt. the damage of other two wildfires has not 
been evaluated yet. MONGOLIA 
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ChAnCes tO sell 
stOlen FOrest Is 
A BAsIs FOr IllegAl 
lOggIng

WWF-russia and Primorskii Province Forestry 
Department have begun joint raids on revealing 
illegal loggings with special focus on how timber 
companies follow the ban for Korean pine harvest-
ing.  
 “Based on our joint inspections we can note that 
large scale harvesting of Korean pine has been 
nearly stopped in Primorye, - comments Denis 
smirnov, head of the forest program at WWF-rus-
sia Amur branch. – It can be proved by the absence 
of fresh-cut K. pine timber on numerous timber 
depots we have visited.  We have registered some 
cases of K. pine logging in Krasnoarmeiskii district 
but neither WWF nor forest inspection is not going 
to bear with it”. 
since early 2011 during joint raids WWF and For-
estry Department staff revealed in two northern 
districts of Primorye eight illegal logging sites with 
total volume of 3200 cubic meters. eight criminal 
cases have been open. two tractors and about 300 
cubic meters of ash, linden, and elm timber have 
been confiscated from the illegal logging sites. 
All the rest volumes of illegally cut timber, accord-
ing to WWF, have entered depots of sawmills that 
are numerous in Dalnerechenskii and Krasno-
armeiskii districts of Primorye. 
 According to WWF-russia, existing opportunities 
to sell illegally cut timber not only contribute to 
growth of illicit logging operations but appear to be 
sustenance for other crimes like robbery of those 
buying timber for cash, hooliganism, bribery, and 
thus add to thrive of corruption. 
“Only corruption can explain the inactivity of law 
enforcement and supervising structures in liqui-
dation of numerous sawmills and timber depots 
where Chinese openly buy stolen forest for cash, - 
thinks Denis smirnov. 
WWF expects to get support from local people as 
only jointly this uneasy task of bringing discipline 
in the forest can be more effective. RUSSIA
 

Korean pine left untouched thanks to the ban for its 
harvesting
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stuDents’ PAPers 
COntest
was kicked off in the vladivostok branch of the 
russian Customs Academy in March. the focus of 
the contests supported by WWF is rare flora and 
fauna species transportation across the state bor-
der. research area of the contest is perfection of 
the customs regulations in transportation across 
the border of wildlife products and finding the 
ways on how to prevent and stop smuggling. 
“It is very important to have cadets thoroughly 
prepared for the practical work at the customs 
stations as we can not deny the fact that in the 
nearest future today’s students will deal with these 
issues, - comments Pavel Fomenko, biodiversity 
coordinator at WWF-russia Amur branch”.
the level of students’ papers is professional. the 
best ones of the two previous contests were pub-
lished in a Customs Policy in the russian Far east 
journal and recommended for usage by students 
and tutors. RUSSIA
 

“New arrivals” of oak on one of timber impoundment yard



the decrees on new refuges were singed by 
the governor of the Amur region on new year’s 
eve to finish the network of PAs developed with 
WWF 15 years ago.

these are the declared complex wildlife 
refuge verkhneamurskii and enlarged complex 
refuge Andreevskii. 

thus, adding the newly created protective 
hectares to the ones declared in October-Decem-
ber, makes a total increase of PAs in Amurskaya 
Province by 490 314 hectares in 2010. 

 “I am extremely happy to see the nearly 
100% fulfillment of the scheme of PAs develop-
ment that was developed in cooperation with 
scientists and specialist of ecological Committee 
back in the 90s, - comments yurii Darman, head 
of WWF-russia Amur branch. – As a result, 
for 15 years the total area of PAs has increased 
by 2,3 mln. hectares in Amurskaya Province.” 
RUSSIA

A gIFt tO the 
eArth FrOM
the AMur regIOn

M&P trAInIng 
WOrKshOP 
In ChAngBAIshAn 
reserve

Aiming at improving M&P skill, the knowledge 
of Amur tiger, Amur leopard and ungulate conser-
vation, WWF held a training workshop of ungulate 
protection for the ranger of Chuangbaishan nature 
reserve from March 24 to 26 2011. 

About 100 rangers from Changbaishan nature 
reserve participated the training and learned the 
basic knowledge of gPs, MIst, ungulate identi-
fication and ,Amur tiger / ungulate field survey 
method.

Chuangbaishan nature reserve is located in 
the core area of the Changbai Mountains. It is the 
major habitat of wild ungulate and the 2nd tiger 
priority area. the training workshop would be 
helpful for the future cooperation between WWF 
and Changbaishan nature reserve. CHINA
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trAInIng On MethODOlOgy  
tO MOnItOr BIODIversIty In PrOteCteD 
AreAs 

In 2010 the Administration of Onon-Balj na-
tional park and WWF Mongolia Programme office 
have jointly developed the management plan of 
Onon-Balj national park and its buffer zone. One 
of the four strategic objectives is to improve capac-
ity of national park administration with special 
emphasis on human capacity, creation of adequate 
monitoring system and reliable environmental 
database by 2015. 

to improve methodological knowledge of Onon 
Balj national park specialists and rangers and en-
sure continuous and effective monitoring activities, 
training on methodology to monitor biodiversity 
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has been organized in March 2011. Participants 
learned how to use maps and gPs, identify grazing 
capacity and vegetation composition and acquired 
simplified methodology to monitor biological 
diversity within PA territory. Moreover, all partici-
pants agreed to cooperate in conducting similar 
training for volunteer rangers to support their 
capacity building as well. MONGOLIA
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During the last few decades increasing human 
consumption in forest products has led increased 
human footprint on forest ecosystems resulting in 
tremendous decrease of natural regeneration and 
overall degradation of this important ecosystem. 
to overcome ecological problems, we urgently 
need to implement an optimal management ac-
tions directed to rational or sustainable use of 
forests, its protection and restoration. 

upon the initiatives of local authorities and 
WWF Mongolia, a workshop has been organized 
on forest use and its protection in umnudelger 
soum of Khentii aimag and Bayan-uul soum of 
Dornod aimag. the workshops aimed to enhance 
stakeholders’ cooperation and coherence under the 
current legal and institutional framework devoted 
to promote rational use of forest resources and its 
protection. Workshops involved representatives of 
government and non-government organizations, 
forest communities, local entrepreneurs and repre-
sentatives of general public. 

PArtICIPAtOry 
FOrest MAnAge-
Ment PRoMoted
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During the sessions, participants discussed 
pressing issues related to the current policies in 
Mongolian forestry sector, its opportunities & 
threats, roles and responsibilities of stakehold-
ers, forest management plan and ways to possess 
forestland. Moreover, participants were introduced 
with current state of forest resources, its use and 
protection patterns within the forested land of 
abovementioned two soums.

In order to create mutual understanding on 
involvement of different stakeholders in the pro-
cess of rational use and protection of forest ecosys-
tems within the forested areas of umnudelger and 
Bayan-uul soums, participants identified challeng-
es faced and prioritized actions to fulfill their legal 
responsibilities, and discussed ways to overcome 
those challenges. As a result of this extensive dis-
cussion, participants agreed on developing ‘rural 
participatory forestry management’ and developed 
Memorandum of understanding to facilitate the 
implementation process. the Memorandum signed 
for one-year duration and at the end of the year 
the progress towards implementation of ‘rural 
participatory forestry management’ will be jointly 
assessed. MONGOLIA 
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PlAnt A FOrest 
FOr leOPArDs

Over the recent 5 years WWF makes system-
atic efforts creating effective system of forest fires 
prevention and suppression as part of the project 
on forest habitat restoration of the Amur leopard 
habitat.

In november 2010, a surveillance camera to 
detect forest fires in the land of leopard was in-
stalled by WWF on a cellular transmission tower in 
one of the highest-fire-risk areas, near the village 
of ryazanovka.

the height of the camera mounting, its rotation 
speed and 360 degrees viewing angle allow to pro-
duce clear images of burning fires and smoke at a 
distance of 20 km.  Operator can easily find hotbed 
of fire, monitor fire dynamics, and pass exact coor-
dinates to mobile groups of fire fighters.

On March 24, the camera detected a forest fire. 
WWF staff contacted one of the mobile groups. 
the group immediately went to the site. Checkup 
showed that it was not forest in flame but a dump 
site. the firefighters suppressed the fire as the wind 
could easily bring it to a forest.

since 2009, WWF has been using prompt in-
formation received after automatic processing of 
MODIs satellite images to timely register fires in 
the land of leopard. RUSSIA

 

FOrest FIres In the 
lAnD OF leOPArD
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In this International year of Forest, WWF invites 
volunteers to participate in the «Plant a forest for 
leopards» campaign, conducted in the spring of 
2011 to restore habitat for the Amur leopard.
As part of the campaign, in May 2011, volunteers 
will plant 1 million Korean pine seedlings in the 
southwest of Primorye, on the so called land of 
leopards. the last 40 Amur leopards find their 
refuge here.
Only Korean pine–broad-leaved forests can pro-
vide leopards with enough food and give it safe 
shelter in severe winter conditions. But logging 
and often fires cause degradation of the forest in 
the land of leopards gradually transforming it 
into forest of little value and treeless wastelands.
each person is able to plant 500-1000 seedlings 
in a day. For those who is ready to work for more 
than one day a field camp will be organized.
Funds to purchase the seedlings were provided 
by sitibank in honor of 1 million bank’s clients in 
russia while all logistics is the WWF’s priority.
Planting 1 million trees will be the biggest ever 
action to restore habitats of the Amur leopard, the 
rarest cat on the globe. RUSSIA

Such banner is posted on one of the most popular 
sites in Vladivostok http://news.vl.ru
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Right: Map of the area where fires are fixed
Left: camera control module and operator’s display 



A visitor center is active for more than a year with the support of Federal service of supervision over 
nature resources exploitation and WWF russia. now the Center participates in the «Days of Amur» 
campaign with nature reserves and national parks being its active participants.the visitor center lo-
cated in Chita, the capital of Zabaikalskii Province, is regarded as a repOffice of the Zabaikalskii PAs – 
and there are 5 of them here. Over the past year about 600 visitors came here. lections and multimedia 
presentations were given here telling the audience about protected areas and rare animals. local teach-
ers and tutors, students of secondary and high schools come here to get information. 10 students were 
trained and worked as guides at the national park Alkhanai in summer 2010.educational institutions 
have the opportunity to bring visitors to the Center and to invite PAs staff and kids from remote villages 
to arrive and participate in different activities.

At the center, a permanent regularly updated photo exhibition is on display with pictures boasting 
the local unique nature. exhibitions of kids’ creativity, competitions and other activities are the center’s 
everyday life. RUSSIA

vIsItOr Center OF PrOteCteD  
AreAs In ZABAIKAlsKII PrOvInCe  
gAther FrIenDs OF the AMur rIver

the nomadic nature trunk is a travelling 
classroom in a box, designed to bring much-need-
ed natural science and environmental education to 
communities bordering and inside protected areas 
throughout Mongolia. the landmark education 
project has been firstly initiated by Conservation 
Ink and Denver Zoo since 2007 in eastern prov-
inces of the country. WWF Mongolia has adopted 
the idea and a trunk with especially designed 
curricula started to travel throughout the Onon 
river basin. the trunk seeks to create a sustain-
able conservation education program that builds 
capacity in local communities for environmentally 
sound land and wildlife management practices. 
Contents include lesson plans and hands-on proj-

the «nOMADIC nAture trunK» stArts 
Its JOurney thrOughOut the OnOn 
rIver BAsIn 

ects for use by students of all levels as well as by 
adult education classes. Puppets, posters, videos, 
maps, field guides, animal tracks, games and books 
are all geared towards engaging students through 
interactive lessons in a three dimensional environ-
ment. Because activity-based learning is new to 
Mongolia, facilitators held training workshops for 
teachers in the use of the trunk late March 2011 in 
undurkhaan city. the trunk curricula follow Mon-
golian educational standards and are easily incor-
porated into each school’s schedule. MONGOLIA
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the un announced 2011 as an International year 
of Forests. All 7 soums, underlying the Onon river 
basin have planned year-round communications 
campaigns under generic slogan “Forests retain 
water, water supports lives”. the campaign aims at 
raising public awareness on forest values, promot-
ing sustainable use of forest resources and increas-
ing understanding about factors and threats influ-
encing ecological integrity of forest ecosystems. 
the Forests year has been launched with organiza-
tion of snow festivals, where local officials, entre-
preneurs, communities, public and school children 
were involved. using entertainment activities as a 
tool to attract public, forest conservation messages 
were delivered mostly through visual aids such 
as ice sculptures displaying species, forests and 
landscapes, numerous small banners with forest 
messages. Q & A contest has been organized on 
forest values and benefits, sustainable forest use 
and management. MONGOLIA

snOW FestIvAls 
tO lAunCh the 
«InternAtIOnAl 
yeAr OF FOrests»
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neW DOCuMentAry 
«the heADWAter 
OF the AMur»

Mesmerized by a terrific views of sokhondo and 
Alkhanai mountains, Daurian steppe and Mongo-
lian forests in the Onon river valley, spectators 
suddenly understand how vulnerable the nature is. 
And realize that the fate of people living in the vast 
basin of the great river depends on hasty decisions 
to mitigate climate change in the headwaters of 
the Amur. the documentary was shot on request 
of WWF-russia Amur branch. For those keen to 
watch it: http://www.youtube.com/user/zovtv#p/a/
u/0/iikFab3b39e
Other documentaries shot by Zov taigi tv studio 
on request of WWF are available on youtube:
«the Bikin river Keepers» tells the story about the 
unique Bikin and the indigenous riverside tribe, 
udege, who take hard actions to save their forest 
from cutting.
http://www.youtube.com/user/zovtv#p/u/5/-Ct5yd4t-
shy
«save each of the survivors» is about efforts on 
saving the last 40 Amur leopards.
http://www.youtube.com/user/zovtv#p/u/6/tqd-
M0qyo5nu
«throwing out a Challenge» is a sequel of the 
leopard documentary, a story about hardship 
of leopards’ life. http://www.youtube.com/user/
zovtv#p/u/3/n58WD6D21oM
«Amur tiger in the third Millennium» is about 
tiger conservation.
http://www.youtube.com/user/zovtv#p/u/28/QkJy-
seyx8oM  RUSSIA
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to create a sustainable development which ensures 
rational use of natural resources, it is crucial to 
enhance education of kids from early ages, raise 
awareness about nature and environment of their 
respective region and develop sense of ownership 
of their homeland.
WWF Mongolia has initiated and facilitated two 
series of training session for in-service teachers of 
Onon river basin schools to assist them in integrat-
ing esD principles in existing school curricula. the 
training curriculum and methodology of teaching 
has been developed based on baseline survey find-
ings conducted in May 2010. 
Both training session covered all soums underly-
ing Onon river basin, with first theme focusing on 

envIrOnMentAl PrOteCtIOn  
AnD eDuCAtIOn

forest issues and the second one – on biodiversity, 
taking the taimen as an example.   
the participants were introduced with innovative 
methods to integrate environmental issues into 
daily teaching practices, supported by method-
ological handbooks as the main resource material 
in esD within given topics. 
this will help children understand current changes 
happening in environment from the sustainable 
development point of view and build positive at-
titudes towards environmental protection and 
conservation. We believe teachers can obtain more 
extensive knowledge from these books and en-
hance their knowledge gained during the training 
sessions. MONGOLIA
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the Future OF the 
AMur rIver De-
PenDs On tODAy’s 
sOlutIOns

WWF calls Amur basin regions to fulfill the Presi-
dent’s commission to elaborate a Federal target 
program on protection and sustainable use of wa-
ter and bio-resources of the Amur river.
On February 2, the World Wetlands Day, in nature 
reserves and main cities of the Amur river basin 
press-conferences and round tables were held 
dedicated to the “Days of Amur” campaign. this 
two-year long action started last year based on the 
decision of the Amur Coordination Committee. For 
the first time ever all five regions of the russian 
Federation located in great river basin initiated 
joint information campaign aimed at raising public 
awareness in Amur ecosystems conservation.
right away, the five regions are busy with elabora-
tion draft of a Federal target program on protec-
tion and sustainable use of water and bio-resources 
of the Amur river. the Program will envisage 
socio-economical development of the basin, and 
conservation of Amur, one of four biggest free-
flowing rivers in the world.
scheme for the Complex and Protection of Water 
Objects developed by scientists last year will be 
another very important document prescribing how 
to use the Amur resources in the coming 10 years. 
RUSSIA

BAnKIng & FInAnCe, 
tOurIsM AnD COn-
servAtIOn OrgAnI-
ZAtIOns unIteD tO 
PrOteCt nAture 

Our lives are dependable on biodiversity. Biodi-
versity is the diversity of ecosystems, where biotic 
organisms including fauna, flora, micro-organisms, 
and their genetic funds and habitats exist. It pro-
vides the human beings with the ecological services 
that are irreplaceable and is the only source of 
humans’ accommodation, food & nutrients, medi-
cine, clothes, & beauty product manufacturing. But 
the species are disappearing at an alarming rate. 
today, 130 species become extinct each day. that’s 
over a 1000 times higher than natural extinction 
rate. Biodiversity is being lost in order to supply 
the unlimited needs of humans. A non-sustainable 
use of resources resulted in 25 percent overexploit 
of the earth’s bio carrying capacity. If this wasteful 
and unregulated consumption and use by humans 
is not changed, the humans would need another 
planet to live in by 2035 or only in 25 years. Can 
we find the secondary planet to live in? this is a 
question that needs to be answered.
In order to make contribution to nature conser-
vation a partnership scheme, the first of its kind 
initiative among three different sectors, namely the 
finance & banking, tourism and nature conserva-
tion has been built. WWF Mongolia Programme 
Office, xAC Bank and nomadic Journeys lCC have 
agreed to mutual consent to support biodiversity 
conservation in the Onon river basin. In particu-
lar, the cooperation agreement has been signed 
to establish a trust fund for supporters of nature 
conservation. Income from capital is designated 
for supporting to Irves-5 mobile anti-poaching unit 
and can also be used for providing incentives for 
local community members in conserving biodiver-
sity. MONGOLIA
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